Reduction of material consumption for garments from checked fabrics

ABSTRACT – REZUMAT

Reduction of material consumption for garments from checked fabrics

The use of CAD/CAM systems have greatly optimized material utilization of garment styles from plain fabrics. Processing of intricate pattern materials is still work and material consuming. Increased material consumption is obtained because of two reasons: necessity to match pattern on ready garments and unfixed textile material structure. The fabric loss related to the pattern matching necessity is the most difficult to reduce. A style of classical women jacket was tested to compare efficiency of plain and checked fabric markers for sizes 36–54. It was determined that marker length is dependent on the conformity of the size of the checked fabric repeat and the length of the longest components placed in a sectioned marker. Reducing the length of the style slightly it was possible to reduce marker length considerably for certain size markers. Marker length, fabric consumption and, with it, product costs can be reduced conforming the length of the style to the size of the checked fabric repeat. Length tolerance – acceptable slight variations of the length of the style which does not change design and visual perception of the style should be determined by designers. Specialized software could be developed to vary the length of the style in the interval of length tolerance to reduce fabric consumption and with it product costs of certain production orders. Improving manufacturing efficiency and reducing fabric use, the styles from checked materials could be included in garment collections more often.
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Reducerea consumului de material pentru îmbrăcămintea realizată din țesături in carouri

Sistemele CAD/CAM au optimizat foarte mult utilizarea materialelor pentru producția de îmbrăcămintă. Totuși, utilizarea țesăturilor cu modele complexe conduce la consum mare de material. Consumul crescut de materiale este obținut din două motive: necesitatea de a potrivi modelul țesăturii și structura flexibilă a materialului textil. Pierderea de material cauzată de necesitatea de potrivire a modelului țesăturii este cel mai dificil de reducă. S-a selectat un sacou clasic pentru femei, pentru a compara eficiența încadrărilor țesăturilor simple și a celor în carouri pentru mărimile 36–54. S-a observat că lungimea încadrării depinde de dimensiunea constantă a carouriilor și de lungimea reperelor dintr-o încadrare secționată. Reducând lungimea produsului a fost posibilă reducerea considerabilă a lungimii încadrării pentru anumite mărimi. Lungimea încadrării, consumul de material și, odată cu aceasta, costurile produselor pot fi reduse în funcție de lungimea produsului și dimensiunea carouriilor. Toleranța la lungime – variații acceptabile ale lungimii produsului care nu schimbă designul și percepția vizuală ar trebui să fie indicate de designeri. Un software specializat ar putea fi dezvoltat pentru a varia lungimea produsului în intervalul de toleranță, pentru a reduce consumul de material și, odată cu acesta, costurile produsului pentru anumite comenzi de producție. Îmbunătățind eficiența producției și reducând utilizarea materialelor, țesăturile în carouri ar putea fi incluse mai des în colecțiile de îmbrăcămintă.

Cuvinte-cheie: țesături în carouri, potrivirea modelului, lungimea încadrării, sisteme de management a secției de croire, croire automată

INTRODUCTION

Fast fashion is changing traditional rules of fashion market and customers are demanding quick changes of wide diversity of styles produced in smaller quantities [1]. The use of different patterning of the material is one option to follow customers’ demands. The same jacket can look visually very different produced from plain material, striped or checked material [2]. Garment industry should use more materials with intricate patterns to increase diversity of garment collections. To ensure it, material utilization of styles from intricate pattern fabrics should be improved with it reducing fabric and final product costs.

In garment manufacturing it is well known fact that design of garment styles are always more or less dependent on several factors which influence product costs: efficiency of production process and material costs – fabric consumption and its price. As fabric costs in garment manufacturing account more than half (50–70%) of the total product costs, designers have to create styles which are efficient in materials use. Because of this reason not often in garment collections are included styles with increase material consumption, such as, wide and long skirts (sun cut skirts), obliquely cut skirts/dresses (figure 1) also different styles from striped or checked materials.

The use of CAD/CAM systems in garment industry has greatly optimized material utilization of plain fabrics. The industry is using different management software which organize and plan all work processes starting from style designing till sell of ready goods. During the last two decades it is supplemented with new parts [1]. Specialized software which can screen
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different nesting variants for the same order in a minute and choose the one with the highest fabric utilization level are used to reduce total fabric consumption of the order and with it also product costs [3–4]. Cut planning and scheduling improvements [5–9], as well as, possibilities to reduce fabric loss [10–11] are described in several latest papers. However, the innovations mostly improve plain fabric processing. Nesting and cutting problems of styles from intricate pattern materials are rarely researched and discussed in published sources. 1st and 2nd edition of “Industrial cutting of textile materials” [12–13] are the only books describing manual, semi and fully automated cutting methods for intricate pattern fabrics.

THE REASONS OF INCREASED FABRIC CONSUMPTION

Processing garment styles from checked fabrics, increased material consumption comparing with plain materials is obtained because of two reasons: necessity to match pattern in all produced garments and unfixed textile material structure. Problems arising from movable fabric structure can be solved in more or less effective way depending on cutting method used: manual, semi or fully automated [14–15]. The most advanced technologies offer continues single-ply automated cutting when shapes of the pattern pieces in the markers are changed in accordance with imperfect fabric structure (and with it imperfect pattern) advanced on the cutting surface (Mosaic by Lectra, AutoMatch by Gerber, Multi-array scanner (MAS) system by Bullmer, VisionCut by Gemini and Match++ by Optitex, VisionPRO by Eastman) [15]. Using the fully automated single-ply processing method, material cutting process becomes fully independent on distortions of the fabric structure/pattern during cutting process. The fabric loss related to the pattern matching necessity is the most problematical and the most difficult to reduce. In creating markers for styles from checked fabrics, pattern pieces are placed directly on the fabric (using manual cutting) or on the image of the fabric pattern. Matched fabric pattern in the ready garment has to be obtained in both directions (vertical and horizontal) and fabric pattern has to be symmetrical in all symmetrical components. To fulfill these conditions some areas of the fabric often are left unused. Besides, to ensure the same coordinated pattern in all garments produced, the start of the marker always must be at the same position of the repeat of the fabric pattern. Very often because of this last demand the certain part of the material in all its widths has to be cut off and wasted (figure 2). In critical situation this amount of fabric can be very close to full size of one pattern repeat (figure 3). The larger is the repeat, the larger can be fabric loss [16–17].

FIRST EXPERIMENT

The experiment was performed to estimate the factors that affect fabric utilization matching fabric pattern of styles from checked fabrics. 5 styles of classical women jacket were chosen. Although the styles had similar design, they differed in: length, a body part division principles (configuration and size of a front and a back side parts), a collar, pockets. Markers were created by software Mosaic (Lectra) for 10 their sizes: 36–54 on both – plain and checked material. Total amount of tested markers – 100 (50 for plain fabric and 50 for checked fabric).

Fabrics used in the experiment

The plain and checked fabric with the same width 152 cm was chosen (a marker width 148 cm). The checked fabric had symmetrical checks with a repeat $5.5 \times 5.5$ cm$^2$ (figure 3, b).

Marker making

In making markers manually or in semi-automated way from both plain and checked fabrics, the pattern pieces of a jacket are traditionally grouped in sections to ease further cutting process (for plain and checked fabrics) and to ensure coordination of pattern on the cut components (for checked materials) [18]. Only advanced fully automated single-ply cutting
The method can use more efficient conventional markers where pattern pieces are not grouped in separate sections [15]. However, till now single-ply cutting [19–20] in mass production of garments is used rarely. It is fully new processing method which has to be supported with automated single-low ply cutters which are not yet typical for garment manufacturers. Because of dominate used of sectioned markers producing jackets, it was decided to use them also for experiment.

**Markers on plain fabric**

Pattern pieces of all sizes were laid in separate groups to create two sections:
- The first section – placed body components of the jacket: backs, back sides, front and front sides.
- The second section – placed upper sleeves, under sleeves and facings.

All other smaller size pattern pieces were placed in available free areas in the first or second section. If all body components could not be placed in the first section, one or two pattern pieces of the side components were moved to the second section (mostly for sizes up to 46, figure 4, a and 5, a). Analyzing obtained markers for the plain fabric, it was found that marker length was dependent on the shape and size of the components and their mutual placement in the marker. Average marker efficiency for all 10 tested sizes of 5 styles was 73.9%. Plain fabric marker length and marker efficiency for all 10 tested sizes of the style 3 (figure 3, c) are showed in the table 1. The same style will be tested also in the 2nd experiment.

**Markers on checked fabric**

To ensure precise pattern coordination in all cut components two different actions had to be performed by making sectioned markers on checked material:
- pattern pieces had to be placed on the fabric in certain way to coordinate horizontal and vertical lines of the fabric on the cut components and to ensure symmetry of the pattern on symmetrical components;
- certain fabric allowances had to be added around pattern pieces to support further manual or semi-automated cutting of components [14, 17–18].

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Marker length (cm)</th>
<th>Marker length difference</th>
<th>Marker efficiency (%)</th>
<th>Marker efficiency difference (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plain</td>
<td>Checked</td>
<td>cm</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>170.5</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>167.2</td>
<td>181.5</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>171.2</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>185.2</td>
<td>203.5</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>195.2</td>
<td>214.4</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>203.9</td>
<td>225.7</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>209.4</td>
<td>232.1</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>9.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>212.2</td>
<td>236.5</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>10.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. The length of one section extended to the full number of fabric repeats: 
 a – x fabric loss, b – fabric repeat; c – style of jacket used in the 1st and the 2nd experiment.
The largest, most important pattern pieces – both back components and both front components – were placed in the marker next to each other to ensure symmetrical placement of vertical lines in their pattern (figure 3, a, 4, b and 5, b). All other body pattern pieces (back sides, front sides) were placed next to their main components or in some other free spaces in the markers aligning their pattern in horizontal and vertical directions. The described actions did not change the placement of the pattern pieces as similar placement of body pieces were used also in plain fabric markers.

Fabric allowances were added on side edges of symmetrical front and back components placed with their inner edges together. For other components, the fabric allowances were added on one of their sides. A fabric allowance, one repeat wide, was added also to the small components (flaps of pockets, welts, others) to coordinate their pattern later with the checks of their main components. The described actions influenced placement of the pattern pieces in width of the fabric:

• the number of pattern pieces placed in one section reduced or it was necessary to replace some pattern pieces with smaller ones in the section for the most part of tested markers (figure 5, b);
• comparatively large areas of the fabric appeared which had to be left unused (figure 3, b and 4, b).

The length of minimum one section of the marker was determined by the projectional length of longest components placed in the sections – a back, a front or a facing (figure 3, a). The length of the sections was also depended on a repeat of the fabric. To ensure coordinated pattern in all garments cut from more than one fabric ply, the length of the marker had to be extended to full length of “n” fabric repeats (checks) (figure 2). This additional action increased the length of the markers, and with it, reduced fabric utilization.
Necessity to coordinate checked pattern and the use of additional fabric allowances changed the placement of pattern pieces in the checked fabric markers and, comparing with plain fabric markers, increased their length. The marker length for checked material of all 5 tested styles increased in average for 8.2%. The marker efficiency for checked material of all 5 tested styles reduced in average for 10.2%. Checked fabric marker length and marker efficiency for all 10 tested sizes of the style 3 (figure 3, c), (this style will be tested also in the 2nd experiment, see below) are showed in the table 1.

The results of the 1st experiment showed that the length of a sectioned marker (material use) is more influenced by the length of the longest pattern pieces determining the length of separate sections and the size of a fabric repeat and less influenced by mutual placement of the pattern pieces in the markers. It was also seen that there is no certain correlation between the size of the style/ pattern pieces and marker efficiency (fabric utilization). The number of other parameters and their mutual combinations (mutual placement of pattern pieces in the marker) influences marker efficiency and fabric utilization level. They are:

1. for plain fabric – the width of the fabric and the dimensions, shape, number of the pattern pieces;
2. for checked fabric – the width of the fabric, size of the repeat, kind of the repeat/ pattern (symmetrical, asymmetrical), the dimensions, shape, number of the pattern pieces and pattern matching requests.

**SECOND EXPERIMENT**

Performing the 1st experiment it was noticed that in few markers created for checked fabric (12 markers from 50) the length of a section (with it also the length the marker) had to be extended almost for whole size of the checked fabric repeat as the longest component exceeded previous repeat of the fabric for very small value – only 1–2 cm. For example, for the size 44 of the styles 3 (figure 3, c): the length of first section (determined by the length of the front/back) had to be extended from 78.6 cm to 82.5 cm – to get full 15 repeats of the fabric. Thus, the marker length extended for 3.9 cm. To coordinate pattern in between fabrics plies this amount of fabric will be cut off and wasted (figure 3, a). Producing this size jacket in large qualities fabric loss could be serious. To try to avoid above described critical fabric loss it was decided to make the 2nd experiment. It was decided to change slightly the length of the longest components and with it – the length of the style, and to improve fabric utilization. The jacket of the style 3 which had the critical fabric loss in the 1st experiment was chosen for the 2nd experiment (figure 3, c). The original length of the jacket (2 cm above hip level) allowed to make needed changes not influencing visual perception and design of the style.

The length of the jacket was reduced for 1.6 cm. The needed changes were performed for all components of all tested sizes and new sectional markers were created. It was seen that reducing the length of the jacket for 1.6 cm:

- for sizes 38 and 44 the marker length reduced (for 5.5 cm – one fabric repeat) and marker efficiency increased (size 38 from 66.1% to 69.3%, for size 44 from 66.1% to 68.4%).
- for all other sizes marker the length of the markers did not change, but the marker efficiency reduced (table 2).

The results of the 2nd experiment show that it is possible to reduce sectioned marker length and with it fabric use reducing slightly the length of the style. Although for the 5 markers from 7 tested the length did not change but fabric utilization reduced, final positive effect – reduction of total fabric consumption – could be obtained developing certain production orders. The orders for garment sizes from “critical loss markers” are larger, the larger fabric savings can be obtained from slight reduction of the length of the style, the lower product costs for the ready goods.

**DISCUSSIONS**

The experiments proved that it is possible reduce total fabric consumption of certain manufacturing orders reducing fabric loss which appears because of necessity to match fabric pattern on ready garments. Marker length, with it fabric consumption, can be reduced conforming the length of the style with the
fabric pattern repeat. Obviously the larger is the fabric repeat the larger fabric loss can appear and, and the same time, less possibilities exist to reduce fabric consumption correcting the length of the style. Length tolerance – acceptable slight variations of the length of the style. It could be used for styles whose design and visual perception cannot be changed reducing their length in the interval of the length tolerance. The length tolerance has to be determined by the designer for the every certain style. The length tolerance could be used for different kind of garments – skirts, dresses, jackets, coats. It can be larger for longer styles and smaller or even unacceptable for short styles where length of the style is strictly determined by its proportions or completion with other styles.

Reduction of fabric consumption and with it total product costs by help of slight variations of the length of the style can be effective using semi-automated cutting methods and marker making software for patterned fabrics, such as, Mosaic by Lectra, Visual Nest by Morgan Tecnica, Match It by Bullmer, In Vision by Gerber, supplementing them with new parts [14–15]. Specialized cut planning software which screens different nesting variants for the same order and choose the one with the highest fabric utilization level is already developed and used by industry for plain fabrics [3, 4]. Similar principle could be used developing new software to detect “critical loss markers” and their importance in certain production orders (depending on ordered quantities) for checked fabric styles. Work steps could be following:

1. The user of the software inserts the length tolerance for the certain style – value (in cm/mm) by which the length of the style could be reduced to reduce total fabric composition of the order;
2. in semi or fully automated way markers are created for all necessary sizes of the order;
3. software detects critical marker/markers – markers where the longest component in the section exceeds the end of the fabric report only up to length tolerance;
4. software calculates how large could be total fabric loss for whole order because of the “critical markers” taking into account number of garments ordered from the “critical markers”;
5. software calculates total fabric consumption and compares it with fabric loss obtained from “critical markers”;
6. software changes the length of the components of the style for necessary value (cm/mm) to improve efficiency of the “critical markers”;
7. software creates new markers for all sizes of the order;
8. software calculates total fabric consumption for the order and compares it with the original variant.

Above described work principle is only general. After necessary software is developed it has to be checked with new experiments and improved in detailed way.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper the marker making of garment styles from checked fabrics was analyzed to reduce the fabric consumption for certain production orders from checked materials. The main reasons of increased fabric losses comparing with plain fabrics were determined. It was tried to find possibilities to reduce fabric consumption conforming the length of a style to efficient fabric use in sectioned markers. As the result of two performed experiments following conclusions were made:

1. The length of the sectioned marker is dependent on the shape and dimensions of the components, size of the fabric pattern repeat and the length of the longest components – the length of the style – included in the marker.
2. Marker length, fabric consumption and, with it, product costs can be reduced conforming the length of the style with the size of the checked fabric repeat.
3. Designing styles from checked fabrics should be determined length tolerance – the interval in which the length of the style can be reduced not affecting its design and visual perception.
4. Using appropriate software the length tolerance could be used to reduce fabric consumption for certain manufacturing orders in efficient way.
5. Improving manufacturing efficiency and reducing fabric use, the styles from checked materials could be included in garment collections more often. They could help to raise diversity of garment collections demanded by market in efficient way.
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